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A word on confidentiality…

…We don’t disclose client names.
Companies mentioned in this presentation
have requested to be featured as cases.

Leapwork

Leapwork - From draft to finalized whitepaper in less than 48 hours
Situation
As an emerging company, Leapwork has a need for
quickly producing various types of content and sales

material to help their positioning.
Complication
As a lean, fast-paced company, the company has
limited bandwidth inhouse when it comes to graphic

design work and content is always produced with a
tight deadline. When preparing for a conference,
Leapwork needed a whitepaper in two days.
Resolution
Leapwork created a draft of the whitepaper and
shipped it to NoMore with clear instructions. In less
than 48 hours, the company received a final product
ready for print.
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Leapwork

Leapwork continued

The input

The work

▪

Draft PowerPoint

▪

Visually enhanced 20 slides

▪

Visual guidelines

▪

Added icons

▪

A website for reference

▪

▪

A short email with
instructions

Added high quality royalty
free images

▪

Ensured consistency,
alignment and visual
compliance across all slides

▪

A photo from for the
frontpage

The outcome
▪

A professional whitepaper
ready for print

▪

A finished product in less
than 48 hours

▪

Total cost of less than $420

▪

A successful sales
conference where all
whitepapers were pickedup by potential leads
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“

The quick turnaround time was crucial to
us. We were able to bring a quality
product to the conference to support our
messaging. I won’t hesitate about using
no-more again.
- Aske Denning,
Content Marketing Manager, Leapwork
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Enlighten

Enlighten
Situation
Enlighten is a boutique management consulting firm
with locations and clients across the globe. The

company helps their clients become operationally
exceptional, with an enduring competitive edge – and
they have the cases to show for it.
Complication

+17 cases were to be redesigned and ready for the
company’s website.
Resolution
no-more created two options for design and returned
the +17 cases in less than a 48 hours.
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Enlighten

Enlighten

The input

The work

The outcome

▪

Case studies in an old
template format

▪

Create two options for casetemplates

▪

The cases are on live the
company’s website

▪

The case studies were both
in Word format and
PowerPoint slides

▪

Developed design
guidelines for future
template use

▪

A simple case template that
is tailored for digital use and
short attention spans

▪

A few lines of instructions

▪

Added icons
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“

We are a boutique management consulting firm and
our clients expect not only excellent content, but also
excellent presentation of our ideas. no-more allows us
to focus all of our energy on creating superior content,
rather than spending time worrying about the visuals
- Penelope Mallinckrodt,
Head of Training & Development, Enlighten
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Cobham SATCOM

Cobham SATCOM – From draft to delivery in less than 48 hours
Situation
Cobham SATCOM is a leading manufacturer of
satellite and radio communication terminals and earth

stations for maritime, aero and land applications. The
company regularly gives speeches at industry
conferences and needs professional PowerPoint
presentations.
Complication
When working to a tight deadline for a conference,
the company had to change its presentations to a
new corporate template.
Resolution
A team of no-more specialists worked in parallel on
the project and delivered consistent visuals before
the deadline.
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Cobham SATCOM

Cobham SATCOM continued

The input
▪

100+ draft PowerPoint slides

▪

Simple instructions written
in an email

▪

Corporate visual guideline
and PowerPoint template

The work
▪

A team of no-more
specialists worked in
parallel to ensure the tight
deadline was met

▪

Visual enhancement was
applied to the majority of
the slides

▪

All slides were improved to
match the new visual
guidelines

The outcome
▪

A successful conference
where the presentations did
not steal the show but
positioned the products and
speakers at center stage
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“

We have extraordinarily skilled sales people,
product managers, and engineers who know a vast
amount about their area of expertise. They shouldn’t
be spending time on research or doing
presentations in PowerPoint. We believe our
employees should focus on what they do best, and
enjoy being challenged.

- Daniel Breun,
CMO, Cobham SATCOM
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How it works

Want to outsource a project?

1

Instructions

Send your input and
instructions to
request@nomorehours.com

2

Confirmation

no-more sends a
confirmation mail including
an estimated deadline

3

Delivery

no-more returns the project
via email by the given
deadline

Send task
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Our journey so far

no-more at a glance
Serving more than 1000
business professionals

5000+ projects
successfully
delivered within the
last year

170+ vetted
specialists ready
for projects
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Contact information

Projects & Operations

Anders Thomsen, CEO

Rune Johansen, CMO

request@nomorehours.com
+45 78 76 89 86

anders.thomsen@nomorehours.com
+45 25 94 95 40

rune.johansen@nomorehours.com
+45 30 23 47 14

Lasse Petersen, COO

Sylvester Ehu, Projects

lasse.petersen@nomorehours.com
+45 53 82 80 59

sylvester.ehu@nomorehours.com
+45 51 50 82 36

Offices
Toldbodgade 95A,1
1253 Copenhagen K, Denmark
Av. Luisa Todi No. 1, r/c N
2900 Setúbal, Portugal
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We make it easier for the
world’s businesses to
focus on what they do
best

nomorehours.com
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